CHAPTER 4

Workplace Emotions, Attitudes,
and Stress
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
LO1 Explain how emotions and cognition (conscious reasoning) influence attitudes and behaviour.
LO2 Discuss the dynamics of emotional labour and the role of emotional intelligence in the workplace.
LO3 Summarize the consequences of job dissatisfaction as well as strategies to increase organizational
(affective) commitment.
LO4 Describe the stress experience and review four major stressors.
LO5 Identify five ways to manage workplace stress.

Earls Restaurants Ltd. has nurtured a work environment that encourages fun, personal development,
and supportive co-workers.
©Earls Restaurants Ltd.

Earls Restaurants Ltd. has become a Canadian success story, and its recent expansion into the
United States has already produced a boatload of accolades and awards. The Vancouver-based
company’s innovative menu, upscale casual ambience, and fine-tuned operational systems all play
a role in this success. But the most important ingredient is stated in Earls’ motto: “Great guest
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experiences begin with great partner experiences.” In other words, customers are happier because
Earls tries to ensure that its employees (called partners) are happy and have purposeful lives.
“People are the heart of the business and what we want for them is to live large, purposeful
lives filled with fun,” states Earls’ vice-president of people operations Brenda Rigney in a recent
case study showcasing how the restaurant chain engages its employees. Or in the words of Earls’
president Mo Jessa, “The day only makes sense if it has actually felt like there was some joy involved
in it. I think that’s what’s creating the engagement and fostering the retention in the company.”
Keeping employees happy is a challenge in the hectic world of food service, yet Earls has met
that challenge in several ways. First, it extensively invests in employee training and personal growth.
“We truly have an environment that is so supportive of growth and learning,” says executive chef
Delane Diseko. Regional chef Steve Binning agrees. “I’ve been working at Earls for 15 years . . . If
I ever wake up and I’m not learning and I’m not challenged and I’m not excited to go to work, then
that would be the time to move on, and I haven’t found that yet.”
Earls also nurtures a supportive family-like work environment. “I felt a strong sense of family that I’ve
never experienced before in an establishment,” says one employee who worked for three years at Earls
in Vancouver. Social support from peers is particularly valuable in the fast-paced restaurant business.
“When it’s stressful and you actually have support,” observes another employee, “that makes it [better].”
Personal growth and mutual support are so important that Earls embeds these values in its
leadership training and practices. For example, Earls parachuted a manager who had completed the
leadership program into one of its struggling restaurants. In less than one year, employee morale
and loyalty more than doubled and customer satisfaction similarly improved (based on company
surveys). The positive attitudes were soon followed by higher restaurant sales and profits. “This
new [restaurant manager] simply believed in a purpose-driven and fun environment, caring about
the partners, the guests, the community, and herself,” explains an Earls executive.1

E

arls Restaurants Ltd. and many other Canadian organizations are discovering that emotions and
attitudes make a difference in individual behaviour and well-being, as well as in an organization’s
performance and customer service. The field of organizational behaviour has experienced a major shift
in thinking about workplace emotions, and this chapter begins by introducing the concept and explaining
its relationship to attitudes and behaviour. Next, we consider the dynamics of emotional labour, followed
by the popular topic of emotional intelligence. The specific work attitudes of job satisfaction and organizational commitment are then discussed, including their association with various employee behaviours
and work performance. The final section looks at work-related stress, including the stress experience,
four prominent stressors, individual differences in stress, and ways to combat excessive stress.

Emotions in the Workplace
Emotions influence almost everything we do in the workplace. This is a strong statement,
and one that you would rarely have found expressed a dozen years ago among organizational behaviour experts. Most OB theories still assume that a person’s thoughts and
actions are governed primarily or exclusively by logical thinking (called cognition).2 Yet groundbreaking
neuroscience discoveries have revealed that our perceptions, attitudes, decisions, and behaviour are influenced by emotions as well as cognitions.3 In fact, emotions may have the greater influence because they
often occur before cognitive processes and, consequently, influence the latter. By ignoring emotionality,
many theories have overlooked a large piece of the puzzle concerning human behaviour in the workplace.
Emotions are physiological, behavioural, and psychological episodes experienced toward an object,
person, or event that create a state of readiness.4 These “episodes” are very brief events that typically
subside or occur in waves lasting from milliseconds to a few minutes. Emotions are directed toward
someone or something. For example, we experience joy, fear, anger, and other emotional episodes
when confronted with tasks, customers, or a software program we are using. This differs from moods,
which are not directed toward anything in particular and tend to be longer-term emotional states.
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Emotions are experiences. They represent changes in our physiological state (e.g., blood pressure,
heart rate), psychological state (e.g., thought process), and behaviour (e.g., facial expression).5 Most
of these emotional reactions are subtle; they occur without our awareness. This is an important point
because the topic of emotions often conjures up images of people “getting emotional.” In reality, most
emotions are fleeting, low-intensity events that influence our behaviour without our conscious awareness.6 Finally, emotions put us in a state of readiness. When we get worried, for example, our heart
rate and blood pressure increase to make our body better prepared to engage in fight or flight. Strong
emotions trigger our conscious awareness of a threat or opportunity in the external environment.

TYPES OF EMOTIONS
People experience many emotions and various combinations of emotions, but all of them have two
common features, illustrated in Exhibit 4.1.7 One feature is that emotions vary in their level of activation. By definition, emotions put us in a state of readiness and, as we discuss in the next chapter, are the
primary source of a person’s motivation. Some emotional experiences, such as when we are suddenly
surprised, are strong enough to consciously motivate us to act without careful thought. Most emotional
experiences are more subtle, but even they activate enough to make us more aware of our environment.
The second feature is that all emotions have an associated valence (called core affect) signalling that the perceived object or event should be approached or avoided. In other words, all emotions evaluate the situation as
positive or negative, good or bad, helpful or harmful, and so forth. Furthermore, negative emotions tend to generate stronger levels of activation than do positive emotions.8 Fear and anger, for instance, are more intense
experiences than are joy and delight, so they have a stronger effect on our actions. This valence asymmetry
likely occurs because negative emotions protect us from harm and are therefore more critical for our survival.

EMOTIONS, ATTITUDES, AND BEHAVIOUR
To understand how emotions influence our thoughts and behaviour in the workplace, we first need to know
about attitudes. Attitudes represent the cluster of beliefs, assessed feelings, and behavioural intentions
EXHIBIT 4.1 Circumplex Model of Emotions
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Sources: Adapted from: J. A. Russell, “Core Affect and the Psychological Construction of Emotion.” Psychological Review 110, no. 1 (2003):
145−172; M. Yik, J.A. Russell, and J.H. Steiger. “A 12-Point Circumplex Structure of Core Affect.” Emotion 11, no. 4 (2011): 705−31.
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toward a person, object, or event (called an attitude object).9 Attitudes are judgments, whereas emotions
are experiences. In other words, attitudes involve evaluations of an attitude object, whereas emotions operate as events, usually without our awareness. Attitudes sometimes operate nonconsciously, but most of the
time we are aware of and consciously think about our attitudes. Another distinction is that we experience
most emotions very briefly, whereas our attitude toward someone or something is more stable over time.10
Until recently, experts believed that attitudes could be understood just by the three cognitive components illustrated on the left side of Exhibit 4.2: beliefs, feelings, and behavioural intentions. Now
evidence suggests that a parallel emotional process is also at work, shown on the right side of the
exhibit.11 Using attitude toward mergers as an example, let’s look more closely at this model, beginning
with the traditional cognitive perspective of attitudes.

Beliefs Beliefs are your established perceptions about the attitude object—what you believe to be
true. For example, you might believe that mergers reduce job security for employees in the merged firms,
or that mergers increase the company’s competitiveness in this era of globalization. These beliefs are perceived facts that you acquire from experience and other forms of learning. Each of these beliefs also has a
valence; that is, we have a positive or negative feeling about each belief (e.g., more job security is good).
Feelings Feelings represent your conscious positive or negative evaluations of the attitude object.
Some people think mergers are good; others think they are bad. Your like or dislike of mergers represents your assessed feelings. According to the traditional cognitive perspective of attitudes (the left
side of the model), feelings are calculated from your beliefs about mergers and the associated feelings
about those beliefs. Consider the example of your attitude toward mergers. If you believe that mergers
typically have negative consequences such as layoffs and organizational politics, then you will form
negative feelings toward mergers in general or about a specific planned merger in your organization.
Most of the time your beliefs about something or someone affect your feelings, but the reverse sometimes occurs. Specifically, your feelings about something can cause you to change your beliefs regarding
EXHIBIT 4.2 Model of Emotions, Attitudes, and Behaviour
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that target.12 For example, you might normally enjoy the challenge of hard work, but if you dislike your boss
and he or she is known for making people work hard, then your feelings about hard work might become
more negative. This effect supports attitude consistency, which we discuss toward the end of this section.

Behavioural Intentions Behavioural intentions represent your motivation to engage in a particular
behaviour regarding the attitude object.13 Upon hearing that the company will merge with another organization, you might become motivated to look for a job elsewhere or possibly to complain to management about
the merger decision. Your feelings toward mergers motivate your behavioural intentions, and which actions
you choose depends on your past experiences, personality, and social norms of appropriate behaviour.
Attitude–Behaviour Contingencies The cognitive model of attitudes (beliefs–feelings–intentions)

gives the impression that we can predict behaviour from each element of an individual’s attitude. This
is potentially true, but contingencies at each stage in the model can weaken that predictability. Let’s
begin with the beliefs–feelings link. People with the same beliefs might form quite different feelings
toward the attitude object because they have different valences for those beliefs. Two employees who
work for the same boss share the belief that their boss makes them work hard. Yet one employee dislikes the boss because of a negative valence toward hard work whereas the other employee likes the
boss because of a positive valence toward hard work.
The effect of feelings on behavioural intentions also depends on contingencies. Two employees
might equally dislike their boss, but it isn’t easy to predict their behavioural intentions from those
feelings. One employee is motivated to complain to the union or upper management while the other
employee is motivated to find a job elsewhere. People with the same feelings toward the attitude object
often develop different behavioural intentions because of their unique experiences, personal values,
self-concept, and other individual differences. Later in this chapter we describe the four main responses
to dissatisfaction and other negative attitudes.
Finally, the model indicates that behavioural intentions are the best predictors of a person’s behaviour. However, the strength of this link also depends on other factors, such as the person’s ability, situational factors, and
possibly role ambiguity (see the MARS model in Chapter 2). For example, two people might intend to quit
because they dislike their boss, but only one does so because the other employee can’t find another job.

HOW EMOTIONS INFLUENCE ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOUR
The cognitive model describes attitude formation and dynamics to some extent, but emotions also
have a central role in this process.14 As the right side of Exhibit 4.2 illustrates, emotions are usually
initiated by perceptions of the world around us. Our brain tags incoming sensory information with
emotional markers based on a quick and imprecise evaluation of whether that information supports
or threatens our innate drives. These markers are not calculated feelings; they are automatic and nonconscious emotional responses based on very thin slices of sensory information.15 The experienced
emotions then influence our feelings about the attitude object. For example, employees at Earls Restaurants experience positive emotions from fun-oriented and friendly co-workers, ongoing learning
opportunities, and supportive bosses, all of which generate positive attitudes toward the company.
To explain this process in more detail, consider once again your attitude toward mergers. You might
experience worry, nervousness, or relief upon learning that your company intends to merge with a competitor. The fuzzy dots on the right side of Exhibit 4.2 illustrate the numerous emotional episodes you
experience upon hearing the merger announcement, subsequently thinking about the merger, discussing
the merger with co-workers, and so on. These emotions are transmitted to your brain’s cognitive centres,
where they are logically analyzed along with other information about the attitude object.16 Thus, while
you are consciously evaluating whether the merger is good or bad, your emotions are already sending
core affect (good–bad) signals, which sway your conscious evaluation. In fact, we often deliberately “listen in” on our emotions to help us consciously decide whether to support or oppose something.17
The influence of both cognitive reasoning and emotions on attitudes is most apparent when they
disagree with each other. People occasionally experience this mental tug-of-war, sensing that something isn’t right even though they can’t think of any logical reason to be concerned. This conflicting
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experience indicates that the person’s logical analysis of the situation (left side of Exhibit 4.2) can’t
identify reasons to support the emotional reaction (right side of Exhibit 4.2).18 Should we pay attention
to our emotional response or our logical analysis? This question is not easy to answer, but some studies
indicate that while executives are apt to make quick decisions based on their gut feelings (emotional
response), the best decisions tend to occur when executives spend time logically evaluating the situation.19 Thus, we should pay attention to both the cognitive and emotional sides of the attitude model,
and hope they agree with each other most of the time!

GENERATING POSITIVE EMOTIONS AT WORK
Recognizing the important role that emotions play in employee attitudes, some companies try to inject
more positive experiences in the workplace.20 At Toronto advertising firm Grip Ltd., employees collaborate in funky spaces, descend to the main entrance via a bright orange slide, and watch each other’s
commercials in a nightclub-style screening room. Admiral Group, one of the best employers in the
United Kingdom and Canada, has a “Ministry of Fun” committee that generates positive emotions
through in-office games, afternoon outings, and crazy events, such as painting the boss’s face to look
like Pudsey bear, the teddy bear mascot of U.K. charity Children in Need. At Quicken Loans, employees zoom around on scooters and take breaks from their mortgage lending jobs to play Ping-Pong,
basketball, and to engage in spontaneous Nerf gun battles. “Some days I felt like I was not working
because we had fun,” says one employee at the Detroit-based firm. A summer intern who witnessed
a Nerf gun fight as he entered the workplace on his first day agrees. “I never thought that a mortgage
lending company could be so fun!”21
Some critics might argue that the organization’s main focus should be to create positive emotions
through the job itself as well as through natural everyday occurrences, such as polite customers and supportive co-workers. Still, most people perform work that produces some negative emotions, and research
has found that humour and fun at work—whether natural or contrived—can potentially offset some of the

Corus Entertainment
employees enjoy interesting
work creating television
and radio programs, but
the company’s Toronto
headquarters has
measurably increased
morale by putting more
fun into the workplace.
One popular feature is
the lakeside sandy beach
with cottage-like Muskoka
chairs. Another is a slide
that transports people
down three storeys (shown
here). “It’s a little break from
our days,” says Corus postproduction manager Jaimie
Galloro. Even after being
in the building for several
years, Galloro says “the
novelty has not worn off.”22
©Adrian Abdool
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negative experiences.23 Overall, corporate leaders need to keep in mind that emotions shape employee
attitudes and, as we will discuss later, attitudes influence various forms of work-related behaviour.
One last comment about Exhibit 4.2: Notice the arrow from the emotional episodes to behaviour.
It indicates that emotions can directly (without conscious thinking) influence a person’s behaviour.
This occurs when we jump suddenly if someone sneaks up on us. It also occurs in everyday situations
because even low-intensity emotions automatically change our facial expressions. These actions are
not carefully thought out. They are automatic emotional responses that are learned or hardwired by
heredity for particular situations.24

Debating Point:
IS HAVING FUN AT WORK REALLY A GOOD IDEA?
“Fun at work” has become such a hot business fad that companies without a “fun” committee
are considered insensitive taskmasters. Having fun at work can improve employee attitudes in
many situations, but are special fun events really necessary or beneficial?
Some critics vote No! They argue that contrived fun events at work can backfire.25 Some
types of fun aren’t fun at all to some people. In fact, many employees might be offended by
the silliness of some activities contrived by management or a few staff. Others resent having
fun forced on them. One expert recently warned, “Once the idea of fun is formally institutionalized from above, it can lead to employees becoming resentful. They feel patronized and
condescended, and it breeds anger and frustration.”26
The meaning and value of fun at work might also vary across generations; what works
for millennials could backfire for baby boomers and vice versa. Another concern is that funfocused companies might take their eye off the bottom line. “At the end of the day, you have
to make money to stay here,” says Mike Pitcher, CEO of LeasePlan USA (which does have a
“fun” committee). “If work was [all] fun, they’d call it fun.”27

COGNITIVE DISSONANCE
Imagine that you have just signed a contract for new digital whiteboards to be installed throughout
the company’s meeting rooms. The deal was expensive but, after consulting with several staff, you
concluded the technology would be valuable in this technological age. Yet you felt a twinge of regret
soon after signing the contract. This emotional experience is cognitive dissonance, which occurs
when people perceive that their beliefs, feelings, and behaviour are incongruent with each other.28 This
inconsistency generates emotions (such as feeling hypocritical) that motivate the person to create more
consistency by changing one or more of the conflicting elements.
Why did you experience cognitive dissonance after purchasing the digital whiteboards? Perhaps
you remembered that some staff wanted flexibility, whereas the whiteboards require special markers
and computer software. Or maybe you had a fleeting realization that buying digital whiteboards costing several times more than traditional whiteboards is inconsistent with your personal values and your
company’s culture of thriftiness. Whatever the reason, the dissonance occurs because your attitude (it’s
good to be cost conscious) is inconsistent with your behaviour (buying expensive whiteboards). Most
people like to think of themselves—and be viewed by others—as rational and logical. Cognitive dissonance occurs when our behaviour and beliefs conflict, which is not so rational.
How do we reduce cognitive dissonance?29 Reversing the behaviour might work, but many behaviours can’t be undone. In any event, the dissonance would still exist because you and others know
about the behaviour and that you performed it voluntarily. In our example, it would be too expensive
to remove the digital whiteboards after they have been installed and, in any event, your co-workers
already know that you made this purchase and did so willingly.
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More often people reduce cognitive dissonance by changing their beliefs and feelings. One dissonancereducing strategy is to develop more favourable attitudes toward specific features of the decision, such
as forming a more positive opinion about the whiteboards’ capacity to store whatever is written on
them. People are also motivated to discover positive features of the decision they didn’t notice earlier
(e.g., the boards can change handwriting into typed text) and to discover subsequent problems with the
alternatives they didn’t choose (e.g., few traditional boards can be used as projection screens). A third
strategy is more indirect; rather than trying to overlook the high price of the digital whiteboards, you
reduce dissonance by emphasizing how your other decisions have been frugal. This framing compensates for your expensive whiteboard fling and thereby maintains your self-concept and public image
as a thrifty decision maker. Each of these mental acrobatics maintains some degree of consistency
between the person’s behaviour (buying expensive whiteboards) and attitudes (being thrifty).

EMOTIONS AND PERSONALITY
Throughout this section, we have implied that emotional experiences are triggered by workplace experiences. This is mostly true, but emotions are also partly determined by an individual’s personality.30
Some people experience positive emotions as a natural trait. Individuals with higher emotional stability and extraverted personalities (see Chapter 2) tend to experience more positive emotions. Those with
higher neuroticism (lower emotional stability) and introverted personalities tend to experience more
negative emotions. Positive and negative emotional traits affect a person’s attendance, turnover, and
long-term work attitudes.31 Although positive and negative personality traits have some effect, other
research concludes that the actual situation in which people work has a noticeably stronger influence
on their attitudes and behaviour.32
What is your emotional personality? You can discover your emotional trait
tendencies by completing this self-assessment in Connect.

Managing Emotions at Work
Whether as a server at Earls Restaurants or a chief executive officer in a large corporation,
people are expected to manage their emotions in the workplace. They must conceal their
frustration when serving an irritating customer, display compassion to an ill patient,
and hide their boredom in a long meeting with other executives. These are all forms of emotional
labour—the effort, planning, and control needed to express organizationally desired emotions during interpersonal transactions.33 Almost everyone is expected to abide by display rules—norms or
explicit rules requiring us within our role to display specific emotions and to hide other emotions.
Emotional labour demands are higher in jobs requiring a variety of emotions (e.g., anger as well as
joy) and more intense emotions (e.g., showing delight rather than smiling weakly), as well as in jobs
where interaction with clients is frequent and longer. Emotional labour also increases when employees
must precisely rather than casually abide by the display rules.34 This particularly occurs in the service
industries, where employees have frequent face-to-face interaction with clients.

LO2

EMOTIONAL DISPLAY NORMS ACROSS CULTURES
Not long ago, L’Express published a special series of articles about living in Canada, including information about Canadian politics, geography, business opportunities, male–female relationships, immigration procedures, and culture. The Paris-based magazine also warned that French citizens might
experience some culture shock when moving to Canada. One article noted that French managers might
find Canadians somewhat more abrupt and less apologetic in their correspondence. Another article commented that Canadian waiters provide “hyper-friendly, always smiling” service, which can seem insincere
to many Europeans. “It’s fun, it’s nice, but for us it could be a bit hypocritical,” explains Laurence Pivot,
who edited the special edition of L’Express. “It’s too much. It’s too friendly.”35
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Global Connections 4.1:
LEARNING TO EXPRESS POSITIVE EMOTIONS AT AEROFLOT
Russian culture isn’t known for friendly customer service. Yet Aeroflot’s service ratings are
now the highest among East European airlines and exceed those of several North American airlines. The Russian firm accomplished this by training flight attendants to show positive
emotions through polite communication as well as smiling and other nonverbal behaviour.
An Aeroflot instructor gently reminds recruits that they must not provide “the silent service
of Soviet times. You need to talk to [the passenger]. And you need to smile and smile and
smile.” The program also encourages trainees to develop a positive attitude. This involves
“teaching people to be happy, to enjoy what they are doing and to have a positive outlook,”
explains one Aeroflot trainee.36

Aeroflot has the highest service ratings among European airlines because the Russian carrier
trains and motivates employees to express positive emotions during customer interactions.
©REUTERS/Alamy Stock Photo

The French magazine’s advice highlights the fact that norms about displaying or hiding emotions
vary considerably across cultures.37 One major study points to Ethiopia, Japan, and Austria (among
others) as having cultures that discourage emotional expression. Instead, people are expected to be
subdued, have relatively monotonic voice intonation, and avoid physical movement and touching that
express emotions. In contrast, cultures in places such as Kuwait, Egypt, Spain, and Russia allow or
encourage more vivid displays of emotion and expect people to act more consistently with their emotions. In these cultures, people are expected to reveal their thoughts and feelings more honestly, and
to be dramatic in their conversational tones and animated in their use of nonverbal behaviours. For
example, 81 percent of Ethiopians and 74 percent of Japanese in the study agreed that it is considered
unprofessional to overtly express emotions in their culture, whereas 43 percent of Americans, 33 percent of Italians, and only 19 percent of Spaniards, Cubans, and Egyptians agreed with this statement.38
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EMOTIONAL DISSONANCE
Most jobs expect employees to engage in some level of emotional labour, such as displaying courtesy to unruly passengers or maintaining civility with co-workers. Employees often need to display
emotions that are quite different from the emotions they are actually experiencing at that moment.
This incongruity produces an emotional tension called emotional dissonance. Employees often handle
these discrepancies by engaging in surface acting; they pretend that they feel the expected emotion
even though they actually experience a different emotion.
One problem with surface acting is that it can lead to higher stress and burnout.39 By definition, emotional labour requires effort and attention, which consume personal energy. Emotional labour also potentially requires people to act contrary to their self-view, which can lead to psychological separation from self.
These problems are greater when employees frequently need to display emotions that oppose their genuine
emotions. A second problem with surface acting is that pretending to feel particular emotions can be challenging. A genuine emotion automatically activates a complex set of facial muscles and body positions, all
of which are difficult to replicate when pretending to have these emotions. Meanwhile, our true emotions
tend to reveal themselves as subtle gestures, usually without our awareness. More often than not, observers
see when we are faking and sense that we are feeling a different emotion to the one we are displaying.40
Employees can somewhat reduce psychological damage caused by surface acting by viewing their
acting as a natural part of their role. Flight attendants can remain pleasant to unruly passengers more
easily when they define themselves by their customer service skill. By adopting this approach, faking
does not pose a threat to one’s self-view. Instead, it is demonstration of our skill and professionalism.
The dissonant interactions are accomplishments rather than dreaded chores.41 Another strategy is to
engage in deep acting rather than surface acting.42 Deep acting involves visualizing reality differently,
which then produces emotions more consistent with the required emotions. Faced with an angry passenger, a flight attendant might replace hostile emotions with compassion by viewing the passenger’s
behaviour as a sign of his or her discomfort or anxiety. Deep acting requires considerable emotional
intelligence, which we discuss next.

Emotional Intelligence
The University of South Florida (USF) College of Medicine discovered from surveys that its graduates
required emotional intelligence training to perform their jobs better. “We’ve created a lot of doctors that are
like House,” said Stephen Klasko (USF’s medical college dean at the time), referring to the fictional TV
physician with the caustic interpersonal style. Now some USF students are assigned to one of America’s
top hospitals, where they develop their ability to understand and manage emotions through coaching and
role modelling by hospital staff. “You have to have an emotionally intelligent, collaborative, interdisciplinary team practicing if you want young trainees to adopt that as their model,” explains the hospital CEO.43
USF’s College of Medicine is among many other organizations in increasingly recognizing that
emotional intelligence (EI) improves performance in many types of jobs. Emotional intelligence
includes a set of abilities to recognize and regulate one’s own emotions as well as the emotions of other
people. This definition refers to the four main dimensions shown in Exhibit 4.3. 44
• Awareness of our own emotions. This is the ability to perceive and understand the meaning of
our own emotions. People with higher emotional intelligence have better awareness of their
emotions and are better able to make sense of them. They can eavesdrop on their emotional
responses to specific situations and use this awareness as conscious information.45
• Management of our own emotions. Emotional intelligence includes the ability to manage our
own emotions, something that we all do to some extent. We keep disruptive impulses in check.
We try not to feel angry or frustrated when events go against us. We try to feel and express joy
and happiness toward others when the occasion calls for these emotional displays.
We re-energize ourselves later in the workday. Notice that management of our own emotions
goes beyond enacting desired emotions in a particular situation. It also includes generating or
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EXHIBIT 4.3 Dimensions of Emotional Intelligence
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our own emotions

Management of
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Abilities

Sources: D. Goleman, “An EI-Based Theory of Performance,” in The Emotionally Intelligent Workplace, ed. C. Cherniss and D. Goleman
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2001), p. 28; Jordan, Peter J., and Sandra A. Lawrence. “Emotional intelligence in teams: Development and initial validation of the short version of the Workgroup Emotional Intelligence Profile (WEIP-S).” Journal of Management & Organization 15 (2009): 452−469.

suppressing emotions. In other words, the deep acting described earlier requires high levels of
the self-regulation component of emotional intelligence.
• Awareness of others’ emotions. This dimension refers to the ability to perceive and understand
the emotions of other people.46 It relates to empathy—having an understanding of and sensitivity
to the feelings, thoughts, and situations of others (see Chapter 3). This ability includes understanding
the other person’s situation, experiencing his or her emotions, and knowing his or her needs even
though they are unstated. Awareness of others’ emotions also includes being organizationally
aware, such as sensing office politics and the presence of informal social networks.
• Management of others’ emotions. This dimension of EI involves managing other people’s emotions.
This includes consoling people who feel sad, emotionally inspiring your team members to complete
a class project on time, getting strangers to feel comfortable working with you, and managing dysfunctional emotions among staff who experience conflict with customers or other employees.
The four dimensions of emotional intelligence form a hierarchy.47 Awareness of your own emotions
is lowest in that hierarchy because you need that awareness to engage in the higher levels of emotional intelligence. You can’t manage your own emotions if you don’t know what they are (i.e., low
self-awareness). Managing other people’s emotions is the highest level of EI because this ability requires
awareness of your own and others’ emotions. To diffuse an angry conflict between two employees, for
example, you need to understand the emotions they are experiencing and manage your emotions (and
display of emotions).

How well do you recognize and regulate emotions? You can discover your perceived
level of emotional intelligence by completing this self-assessment in Connect.

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE OUTCOMES AND DEVELOPMENT
Does emotional intelligence improve employee performance and well-being? A few OB experts question the usefulness of the emotional intelligence concept, claiming that there is a lack of agreement
on its definition and that existing concepts, such as personality and general intelligence, can be used
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instead.48 However, a consensus is slowly emerging around the meaning of EI, and there is considerable research suggesting that this concept does help us to understand what goes on in social
settings.
Most jobs involve social interaction with co-workers or external stakeholders, so employees need
emotional intelligence to work effectively.49 Studies suggest that people with high EI are more effective team members, perform better in jobs requiring emotional labour, make better decisions involving other people, and maintain a more positive mindset for creative work. EI is also associated with
effective leadership because leaders engage in emotional labour (e.g., showing patience to employees
even when they might feel frustrated) as well as regulating the emotions of others (e.g., helping staff
members feel optimism for the future even though they just lost an important contract). However,
emotional intelligence does not improve some forms of performance, such as tasks with minimal
social interaction.50
Given the potential value of emotional intelligence, it’s not surprising that some organizations try to measure this ability in job applicants. For instance, the United States Air Force (USAF) considers the emotional

As part of its modernization strategy, the Toronto Police Service wants officers with strong
emotional intelligence and empathy. Other police forces in North America have also recognized
that emotional intelligence is a critical skill for improved community relations and in de-escalating
real-time conflict. For example, the San Diego Police Department recently introduced
Effective Interactions, a course in which officers develop emotional intelligence and effective
communication skills. Members of the Baltimore Police Department attend a Cognitive Command
technique training course, which includes learning to manage emotions.
“If you describe how a good officer anywhere does their job, you’re describing what we’ve come
to recognize as emotional intelligence,” explains San Diego police psychologist Dan Blumberg. “It’s
someone who understands himself or herself and can understand emotions evoked during the job
and manage their emotions effectively. They understand the emotions of others and are able to use
emotions to create positive encounters.”51
©Victor Biro/Alamy Stock Photo
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intelligence of applicants into its elite pararescue jumper training program because high EI trainees are more
than twice as likely as low EI trainees to complete the costly program.52 Several organizations have also introduced training programs to improve employees’ emotional intelligence.53 For instance, new hires (including
co-op students) at Fidelity Canada take emotional intelligence training along with other soft skills and technical education. One study reported that training improved emotional intelligence among staff members at a
Netherlands residence for people with intellectual disabilities. The EI program described the concept, gave
participants feedback on their initial EI test scores, used case studies to teach EI dimensions, and provided
professional feedback based on videos showing participants meeting with difficult clients. Along with formal training programs, emotional intelligence increases with age; it is part of the process called maturity.
So far, this chapter has introduced the model of emotions and attitudes, as well as emotional intelligence as the means by which we manage emotions in the workplace. The next two sections look at two
specific attitudes: job satisfaction and organizational commitment. These two attitudes are so important in our understanding of workplace behaviour that some experts suggest the two combined should
be called “overall job attitude.”54

Job Satisfaction
Probably the most studied attitude in organizational behaviour is job satisfaction, a person’s evaluation of his or her job and work context.55 It is an appraisal of the perceived
job characteristics, work environment, and emotional experiences at work. Satisfied
employees have a favourable evaluation of their jobs, based on their observations and emotional experiences. Job satisfaction is best viewed as a collection of attitudes about different aspects of the job and
work context. You might like your co-workers but be less satisfied with your workload, for instance.
How satisfied are employees at work? The answer depends on the person, the workplace, and the
country. Global surveys, such as the one shown in Exhibit 4.4, indicate with some consistency that job
satisfaction tends to be highest in the United States, India, and some Nordic countries (such as Norway
and Denmark). In this and several other surveys, Canadians report somewhat above average job satisfaction. The lowest levels of overall job satisfaction are usually recorded in Hungary and some Asian
countries (such as Japan and Hong Kong).56
Can we conclude from these surveys that most employees in the United States, India, and Norway
are happy at work? Possibly, but their overall job satisfaction probably isn’t as high as these statistics
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EXHIBIT 4.4 Job Satisfaction in Selected Countries57
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suggest. One problem is that surveys often ask a single direct question, such as: “How satisfied are you
with your job?” Many dissatisfied employees are reluctant to reveal their feelings to such a direct question because this is tantamount to admitting that they made a poor job choice and are not enjoying a
large part of their life. The inflated results are evident in the fact that employees tend to report less satisfaction when asked about specific aspects of their work. For instance, 79 percent of Canadian federal
government employees like their job overall, yet only 64 percent are satisfied with how interpersonal
issues are resolved in their work unit, and only 63 percent would recommend their department or agency
as a great place to work.58 Furthermore, several studies report that many employees plan to look for
work within the next year or would leave their current employer if the right opportunity came along.59
A second problem is that cultural values make it difficult to compare job satisfaction across countries.
People in China and Japan, for example, tend to subdue their emotions in public, and there is evidence
that they also avoid extreme survey ratings such as “very satisfied.” A third problem with job satisfaction
ratings is that job satisfaction changes with economic conditions. Employees with the highest job satisfaction in current surveys tend to be in countries where the economies are chugging along quite well.60

JOB SATISFACTION AND WORK BEHAVIOUR
Does job satisfaction influence workplace behaviour? In general, yes! Job satisfaction affects many
of the individual behaviours introduced in Chapter 2 (task performance, organizational citizenship,
quitting, absenteeism, etc.).61 However, a more precise answer is that the effect of job satisfaction and
dissatisfaction on individual behaviour depends on the person and the situation. A useful template for
organizing and understanding the consequences of job dissatisfaction is the exit-voice-loyalty-neglect
(EVLN) model. As the name suggests, the EVLN model identifies four ways that employees respond
to dissatisfaction:62
• Exit. Exit includes leaving the organization, transferring to another work unit, or at least trying
to get away from the dissatisfying situation. The traditional theory is that job dissatisfaction
builds over time and eventually becomes strong enough to motivate employees to search for
better work opportunities elsewhere. This is likely true to some extent, but more recent thinking
holds that specific “shock events” quickly energize employees to think about and engage in
exit behaviour. For example, the emotional reaction you experience to an unfair management
decision or a conflict episode with a co-worker motivates you to look at job ads and speak to
friends about job opportunities where they work. This begins the process of re-aligning your
self-concept away from your current employer and toward another company.63
• Voice. Voice is any attempt to change, rather than escape from, the dissatisfying situation. Voice
can be a constructive response, such as recommending ways for management to improve the
situation, or it can be more confrontational, such as filing formal grievances or forming a coalition to oppose a decision.64 In the extreme, some employees might engage in counterproductive
behaviours to get attention and force changes in the organization.
• Loyalty. In the original version of this model, loyalty was not an outcome of dissatisfaction.
Rather, it determined whether people chose exit or voice (i.e., high loyalty resulted in voice;
low loyalty produced exit).65 More recent writers describe loyalty as an outcome, but in various and somewhat unclear ways. Generally, they suggest that “loyalists” are employees who
respond to dissatisfaction by patiently waiting—some say they “suffer in silence”—for the
problem to work itself out or be resolved by others.66
• Neglect. Neglect includes reducing work effort, paying less attention to quality, and increasing
absenteeism and lateness. It is generally considered a passive activity that has negative consequences for the organization.
Which of the four EVLN alternatives do employees use? It depends on the person and situation.67
The individual’s personality, values, and self-concept are important factors. For example, people with
a high-conscientiousness personality are less likely to engage in neglect and more likely to engage in
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voice. Past experience also influences which EVLN action is applied. Employees who were unsuccessful with voice in the past are more likely to engage in exit or neglect when experiencing job dissatisfaction in the future. Another factor is loyalty, as it was originally intended in the EVLN model.
Specifically, employees are more likely to quit when they have low loyalty to the company, and they
are more likely to engage in voice when they have high loyalty. Finally, the response to dissatisfaction
depends on the situation. Employees are less likely to use the exit option when there are few alternative
job prospects, for example. Dissatisfied employees are more likely to use voice than the other options
when they are aware that other employees are dependent on them.68

JOB SATISFACTION AND PERFORMANCE
Is a happy worker a more productive worker? Clive Schlee thinks so. The CEO of the British deli chain
Pret A Manger believes that happy employees result in happier customers and higher sales. “The first
thing I look at is whether staff are touching each other—are they smiling, reacting to each other, happy,
engaged? I can almost predict sales on body language alone,” he says. Secret shoppers scout Pret A
Manger outlets each week. If the secret shopper is served by a positive and happy employee behind the
counter, all staff members at that location receive a bonus.69
The “happy worker” hypothesis is generally true, according to major reviews of the research on this
subject. In other words, there is a moderately positive relationship between job satisfaction and performance. Workers tend to be more productive to some extent when they have more positive attitudes
toward their job and workplace.70
Why does job satisfaction affect employee performance only to some extent? One reason is that
general attitudes (such as job satisfaction) don’t predict specific behaviours very well. As the EVLN
model explains, reduced performance (a form of neglect) is only one of four possible responses to dissatisfaction. A second reason is that some employees have little control over their performance because
their work effort is paced by work technology or interdependence with co-workers in the production process. An assembly-line worker, for instance, installs a fixed number of windshields each hour
with about the same quality of installation whether he or she has high or low job satisfaction. A third
consideration is that job performance might cause job satisfaction, rather than vice versa.71 Higher
performers tend to have higher satisfaction because they receive more rewards and recognition than do
low-performing employees. This connection between job satisfaction and performance isn’t stronger,
however, because many organizations do not reward good performance very well.

JOB SATISFACTION AND CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Earls Restaurants Ltd. has survived and thrived for over 30 years in a highly competitive business. As the
opening case study to this chapter reported, a key ingredient in the Vancouver-based company’s success
is stated in its motto: “Great guest experiences begin with great partner experiences.” Throughout the
years, Earls’ founders and leaders have embraced the idea that customers are more satisfied with their
dining experience when the cooks, servers, and other staff (all of whom are called partners at Earls)
have positive emotions and attitudes regarding their jobs and employer. This view is echoed
by The Container Store chairman and CEO Kip Tindell. “We really believe that if you put the
employees first, they really and truly will take better care of the customer than anybody else,”
says Tindell.72
Earls Restaurants and The Container Store maintain strong customer service by applying the service
profit chain model. This model, which is diagrammed in Exhibit 4.5, proposes that job satisfaction
has a positive effect on customer service, which flows on to shareholder financial returns. The process
begins with workplace practices that increase or decrease job satisfaction. Job satisfaction then influences whether employees stay (employee retention) as well as their motivation and behaviour on the
job. Retention, motivation, and behaviour affect service quality, which influences the customer’s satisfaction, perceived value of the service, and tendency to recommend the service to others (referrals).
These customer activities influence the company’s profitability and growth. The service profit chain
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Wegmans is America’s favourite supermarket. In fact, each year it receives several thousand
requests from people in almost every state to build more stores. Wegmans clearly values its
customers, but it does so by caring just as much for its employees. “What’s most important to us
is that our employees feel that Wegmans is a great place to work,” explains CEO Danny Wegman.
“When our people feel cared about and respected, they turn around and make our customers feel
that way too.” Wegmans invests heavily in training each employee, usually promotes from within,
and offers scholarships to employees. Through careful selection and leadership, the company
also nurtures a family-like culture. “I have never loved a job more than I do Wegmans,” enthuses a
pharmacy technician near Syracuse, New York. “My co-workers are like a second family.”73
©Wegmans Food Markets, Inc.

EXHIBIT 4.5 Service Profit Chain Model
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Sources: J. I. Heskett, W. E. Sasser, and L. A. Schlesinger. The Service Profit Chain (New York: Free Press) 1997; A. J. Rucci, S. P. Kirn, and
R. T. Quinn. “The Employee-Customer-Profit Chain At Sears.” Harvard Business Review 76 (1998): 83−97; S. P. Brown and S. K. Lam.
“A Meta-Analysis of Relationships Linking Employee Satisfaction to Customer Responses.” Journal of Retailing 84, no. 3 (2008): 243−255.

model has considerable research support. However, the benefits of job satisfaction do take considerable time to flow through to the organization’s bottom line.74
Behind the service profit chain model are two key explanations for why satisfied employees tend to produce happier and more loyal customers.75 One explanation is that job satisfaction tends to put employees
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in a more positive mood, and people in a good mood more naturally and frequently display friendliness
and positive emotions. When employees have good feelings, their display of positive emotions “rubs off”
on most (but not all) customers, so customers feel happier and consequently form a positive evaluation
of the service experience (i.e., higher service quality). The effect is also mutual; happy customers make
employees happier, which can lead to a cycle of positive emotions in the service experience.
The second explanation is that satisfied employees are less likely to quit their jobs, so they have
more work experience (i.e., better knowledge and skills) to serve clients. Lower turnover also enables
customers to have the same employees serve them on different occasions, providing more consistent
service. Some evidence indicates that customers build their loyalty to specific employees, not to the
organization, so keeping employee turnover low tends to build customer loyalty.

JOB SATISFACTION AND BUSINESS ETHICS
Before leaving the topic of job satisfaction, we should mention that job satisfaction is also an ethical
issue that influences the organization’s reputation in the community. People spend a large portion of
their time working in organizations, and many societies now expect companies to provide work environments that are safe and enjoyable. Indeed, employees in several countries closely monitor ratings of
the best companies to work for, an indication that employee satisfaction is a virtue worth considerable
goodwill to employers. The importance of this is apparent when an organization has low job satisfaction. The company typically tries to hide this fact, and when morale problems become public, corporate leaders are usually quick to take steps to improve the situation.

Organizational Commitment
Organizational commitment represents the other half (with job satisfaction) of what some experts call
“overall job attitude.” Affective organizational commitment is the employee’s emotional attachment
to, involvement in, and identification with an organization. Affective commitment is a psychological
bond whereby one chooses to be dedicated to and responsible for the organization.76 The “strong sense
of family” and support for personal growth are two reasons why many employees at Earls Restaurants
have strong affective commitment toward the company.
Affective commitment is often distinguished from continuance commitment, which is a calculative attachment to the organization. This calculation takes two forms.77 One form occurs where an
employee has no alternative employment opportunities (e.g., “I dislike working here but there are no
other jobs available.”) This condition exists where unemployment is high, employees lack the skills
sought by other employers, or the employee’s skills are so specialized that there is limited demand for
them nearby. The other form of continuance commitment occurs when leaving the company would
be a significant financial sacrifice (e.g., “I hate this place but I can’t afford to quit!”). This perceived
sacrifice condition occurs when the company offers high pay, benefits, and other forms of economic
exchange in the employment relationship, or where quitting forfeits a large deferred financial bonus.
How committed are you to your school? You can discover your affective commitment
as a student at your school by completing this self-assessment in Connect.

CONSEQUENCES OF AFFECTIVE AND CONTINUANCE COMMITMENT
Affective commitment can be a significant competitive advantage.78 Employees with a strong psychological
bond to the organization are less likely to quit their jobs and be absent from work. They also have higher
work motivation and organizational citizenship, as well as somewhat higher job performance. Affective
commitment also improves customer satisfaction because long-tenure employees have better knowledge of
work practices and because clients like to do business with the same employees. One concern is that employees with very high loyalty tend to have high conformity, which results in lower creativity. Another problem is
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that very high commitment has sometimes been used to excuse or motivate illegal activity in defence of the
organization. However, most companies suffer from too little rather than too much employee loyalty.
In contrast to the benefits of affective commitment, employees with high levels of continuance
commitment tend to have lower performance and are less likely to engage in organizational citizenship
behaviours. Furthermore, unionized employees with high continuance commitment are more likely
to use formal grievances, whereas employees with high affective commitment engage in more cooperative problem solving when employee–employer relations sour.79 Although some level of financial
connection may be necessary, employers should not rely on continuance commitment to retain staff.
Employers should focus on winning employees’ hearts (affective commitment) rather than tying them
financially to the organization (continuance commitment).

BUILDING ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT
There are almost as many ways to build affective commitment as there are topics in this textbook, but
here are the most frequently mentioned strategies in the literature:

Justice and Support Affective commitment is higher in organizations that fulfil their obligations to
employees and abide by humanitarian values, such as fairness, courtesy, forgiveness, and moral integrity.
These values relate to the concept of organizational justice, which we discuss in the next chapter. Similarly, organizations that support employee well-being tend to cultivate higher levels of loyalty in return.80

Shared Values The definition of affective commitment refers to a person’s identification with the
organization, and that identification is highest when employees believe their values are congruent with the
organization’s dominant values. Employees also experience more positive emotions when they agree with
the values underlying corporate decisions, which increases their motivation to stay with the organization.81
Trust Trust refers to positive expectations one person has toward another person or group in situations involving risk.82 Trust means putting faith in others. It is also a reciprocal activity: To receive
trust, you must demonstrate trust. Employees identify with and feel obliged to work for an organization
only when they trust its leaders. This explains why layoffs are one of the greatest blows to affective
commitment. By reducing job security, companies reduce the trust employees have in their employer
and the employment relationship.83
Organizational Comprehension Organizational comprehension refers to how well employees
understand the organization, including its strategic direction, social dynamics, and physical layout.84
This awareness is a necessary prerequisite to affective commitment because it is difficult to identify
with or feel loyal to something that you don’t know very well. Furthermore, lack of information produces uncertainty, and the resulting stress can distance employees from that source of uncertainty (i.e.,
the organization). The practical implication here is to ensure that employees develop a reasonably clear
and complete mental model of the organization. This occurs by giving staff information and opportunities to keep up-to-date about organizational events, interact with co-workers, discover what goes on in
different parts of the organization, and learn about the organization’s history and future plans.85
Employee Involvement Employee involvement increases affective commitment by strengthening the employee’s psychological ownership and social identity with the organization.86 Employees
feel that they are part of the organization when they participate in decisions that guide the organization’s future (see Chapter 7). Employee involvement also builds loyalty because giving this power is a
demonstration of the company’s trust in its employees.
Organizational commitment and job satisfaction represent two of the most often studied and discussed attitudes in the workplace. Each is linked to emotional episodes and cognitive judgments
about the workplace and one’s relationship with the company. Emotions also play an important role in
another concept that is on everyone’s mind these days: stress. The final section of this chapter provides
an overview of work-related stress and how it can be managed.
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Work-Related Stress and Its Management
When asked if they often feel stressed by their work, most employees these days will
answer an emphatic Yes! Not only do most people understand the concept; they feel they
have plenty of personal experience with it. Stress is most often described as an adaptive
response to a situation that is perceived as challenging or threatening to a person’s well-being.87 It is a
physiological and psychological condition that prepares us to adapt to hostile or noxious environmental
conditions. Our heart rate increases, muscles tighten, breathing speeds up, and perspiration increases.
Our body also moves more blood to the brain, releases adrenaline and other hormones, fuels the system
by releasing more glucose and fatty acids, activates processes that sharpen our senses, and conserves
resources by shutting down our immune response. One school of thought suggests that stress is a negative evaluation of the external environment. However, critics of this cognitive appraisal perspective
point out that stress is more accurately described as an emotional experience, which may occur before
or after a conscious evaluation of the situation.88
Whether stress is a complex emotion or a cognitive evaluation of the environment, it has become a
pervasive experience in the daily lives of most people. Stress is typically described as a negative experience. This is known as distress—the degree of physiological, psychological, and behavioural deviation from healthy functioning. However, some level of stress—called eustress—is a necessary part of
life because it activates and motivates people to achieve goals, change their environments, and succeed
in life’s challenges.89 Our focus is on the causes and management of distress, because it has become a
chronic problem in many societies.

LO4

GENERAL ADAPTATION SYNDROME
The word stress was first used more than 500 years ago to describe the human response to harsh environmental conditions. However, it wasn’t until the 1930s that Canadian researcher Hans Selye (often described as
the father of stress research) first documented the stress experience, called general adaptation syndrome.
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Stressed Out, Burnt-Out!90
58%

of 400 Canadian
workers surveyed say
they are stressed at
work on a day-to-day basis.

52%

of more than 1,000
American workers
surveyed say they
are stressed at work
on a day-to-day
basis.
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Selye determined (initially by studying rats) that people have a fairly consistent and automatic physiological
response to stressful situations, which helps them to cope with environmental demands.91
The general adaptation syndrome consists of the three stages shown in Exhibit 4.6. The alarm reaction
stage occurs when a threat or challenge activates the physiological stress responses that were noted
above. The individual’s energy level and coping effectiveness decrease in response to the initial shock.
The second stage, resistance, activates various biochemical, psychological, and behavioural mechanisms that give the individual more energy and engage coping mechanisms to overcome or remove the
source of stress. To focus energy on the source of the stress, the body reduces resources to the immune
system during this stage. This explains why people are more likely to catch a cold or some other illness
when they experience prolonged stress. People have a limited resistance capacity, and if the source of
stress persists, the individual will eventually move into the third stage, exhaustion. Most of us are able
to remove the source of stress or remove ourselves from that source before becoming too exhausted.
However, people who frequently reach exhaustion have increased risk of long-term physiological and
psychological damage.92
How stressed are you? You can discover your perceived general level of stress over
the past month by completing this self-assessment in Connect.

CONSEQUENCES OF DISTRESS
Stress takes its toll on the human body.93 Many people experience tension headaches, muscle pain, and
related problems mainly due to muscle contractions from the stress response. High stress levels also
contribute to cardiovascular disease, including heart attacks and strokes, and may be associated with
some forms of cancer. One major review estimated that more than 100,000 deaths annually and as much
as eight percent of health care costs in the United States are due to the consequences of work-related
stress. Stress also produces various psychological consequences, such as job dissatisfaction, moodiness, depression, and lower organizational commitment. Furthermore, various behavioural outcomes
have been linked to high or persistent stress, including lower job performance, poor decision making,
and increased workplace accidents and aggressive behaviour. Most people react to stress through “fight
or flight,” so, as a form of flight, increased absenteeism is another outcome of stress.94
One particular stress consequence, called job burnout, occurs when people experience emotional
exhaustion, cynicism, and reduced feelings of personal accomplishment.95 Emotional exhaustion, the

EXHIBIT 4.6 General Adaptation Syndrome
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first stage, is characterized by tiredness, a lack of energy, and a feeling that one’s emotional resources are
depleted. This is followed by cynicism (also called depersonalization), which is an indifferent attitude
toward work, emotional detachment from clients, a cynical view of the organization, and a tendency to
strictly follow rules and regulations rather than adapt to the needs of others. The final stage of burnout,
called reduced personal accomplishment, entails feelings of diminished confidence in one’s ability to
perform the job well. In such situations, employees develop a sense of learned helplessness as they no
longer believe that their efforts make a difference.

STRESSORS: THE CAUSES OF STRESS
Before identifying ways to manage work-related stress, we must first understand its causes, known as
stressors. Stressors include any environmental conditions that place a physical or emotional demand
on a person.96 There are numerous stressors in the workplace and in life in general. We will briefly
describe four of the most common work-related stressors: organizational constraints, interpersonal
conflict, work overload, and low task control.97

Organizational Constraints Stress research has identified organizational constraints as one of
the most pervasive causes of workplace stress.98 This stressor includes lack of equipment, supplies,
budget funding, co-worker support, information, and other resources necessary to complete the
required work. Most employees experience stress because these constraints interfere with task performance, which indirectly threatens their rewards, status, and job security. Organizational constraints
refer to situational factors, which comprise one of the four direct predictors of individual behaviour
and performance (see the MARS model in Chapter 2). It is the only direct influence on individual performance that is beyond the employee’s immediate control. This lack of control is a powerful stressor
because it threatens the individual’s fundamental drive to influence his or her external environment.
Interpersonal Conflict Organizations consist of groups of people working interdependently

toward some purpose. But even though they share common organizational goals, employees frequently
disagree with each other regarding how to achieve those goals as well as how the work and resources
should be distributed along that journey. Therefore, conflict is a way of life in organizations. As we
will learn in Chapter 11, specific conditions and practices enable employees to effectively resolve
their differences with few negative emotions. Unfortunately, dysfunctional conflict can easily flare up
and, left unchecked, escalate to a level that produces considerable stress and counterproductive work
behaviours.
In organizational settings, most interpersonal conflict is caused by structural sources, such as ambiguous rules, lack of resources, and conflicting goals between employees or departments. However, workplace
conflict also arises when a person’s actions are perceived by others as threatening. This fast-growing
form of interpersonal conflict, called psychological harassment, includes repeated hostile or unwanted
conduct, verbal comments, actions, and gestures that undermine an employee’s dignity or psychological or physical integrity. Psychological harassment defines a broad landscape of behaviours, from
threats and bullying to subtle yet persistent forms of incivility.99
Psychological harassment exists in almost every workplace. One global survey of 16,517 employees
reported that 83 percent of respondents in Europe, 65 percent in North and South America, and 55 percent
in Asia say they have been physically or emotionally bullied at work.100 Sexual harassment is a specific
type of harassment in which a person’s employment or job performance is conditional and depends on
unwanted sexual relations and/or the person experiences sexual conduct from others (such as posting
pornographic material) that unreasonably interferes with work performance or creates an intimidating,
hostile, or offensive working environment.101

Work Overload “We just keep rushing along in a confused state of never having time to do the
things that seem to be pressing upon us.” Sound familiar? Most Canadians have probably had a similar
thought in the past year. But although this comment comes from Canada, it wasn’t written in the past
year or even in the past decade. It appeared in an article called “Let’s Slow Down!” in a Royal Bank of
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Canada newsletter in 1949!102 The fact is, people have been struggling for more than half a century with
the pace of life, including the challenges of performing too many tasks and working too many hours.
Work overload is one of the most common workplace stressors. Employees are expected (or believe
they are expected) to complete more work with more effort than they can provide within the allotted
time.103 Unfortunately, work overload has consistently worsened over the past few decades. In 1991,
approximately 30 percent of Canadians estimated that they worked an average of 45 hours or more per
week. Ten years later (2001), that figure had jumped to more than 45 percent. In the most recent poll
(2011), 60 percent of Canadians reported working an average of 45 hours or more each week.104
Why do employees work such long hours? One explanation attributes it to the combined effects of
technology and globalization. People increasingly work with co-workers in distant time zones, and their
constantly-on communications habits make it difficult to separate work from personal life. A related

Global Connections 4.2:
CHRONIC WORK OVERLOAD IN CHINA105
Eva Marti (not her real name) has lived in Beijing for eight years, but the Swiss-born designer
still struggles with the workload expected of her. “What am I doing in here?” she asks at 2 a.m.
on her fourth straight night of work. “This kind of overtime would never happen in Switzerland.”
The average Chinese employee works more than 2,000 hours each year, whereas Swiss
workers average less than 1,500 hours.
Long hours due to work overload is a chronic problem for many employees in China, not
just for expatriates. One survey found that 70 percent of white-collar workers in downtown
Beijing show signs of overwork. Another study reported that half the anesthesiologists in
China work more than 10 hours each day; nearly 80 percent of them say they feel too tired at
work. Chinese newspapers frequently report death from overwork (called guolaosi in China)
among young professionals.

Stress seems to be on the rise in China due to increasing workloads and hours of work.
©blue jean images/Getty Images
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explanation is that employees are under increasing pressure to be productive in a globalized world.
A third reason, called the “ideal worker norm,” is that professionals expect themselves and others to
work longer hours. For many, toiling away far beyond the normal workweek is a badge of honour, a
symbol of their superhuman capacity to perform above others. For example, 39 percent of millennial
employees in one recent large-scale survey admitted that they work long hours and have a 24/7 schedule
so they look like a “work martyr” to their boss.106

Low Task Control Workplace stress is higher when employees lack control over how and when they

perform their tasks as well as over the pace of work activity. Work is potentially more stressful when it is
paced by a machine, involves monitoring equipment, or when the work schedule is controlled by someone
else. Low task control is a stressor because employees face high workloads without the ability to adjust
the pace of the load to their own energy, attention span, and other resources. Furthermore, the degree to
which low task control is a stressor increases with the burden of responsibility the employee must carry.107
Assembly-line workers have low task control, but their stress can be fairly low if their level of responsibility is also low. In contrast, sports coaches are under immense pressure to win games (high responsibility),
yet they have little control over what happens on the playing field (low task control).

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN STRESS
People exposed to the same stressor experience different levels of stress. One contributing factor is the
employee’s physical health. Regular exercise and a healthy lifestyle produce a larger store of energy
to cope with stress. A second variable is the coping strategy employees use to ward off a particular
stressor.108 People sometimes figure out ways to remove the stressor or to minimize its presence. Seeking support from others, reframing the stressor in a more positive light, blaming others for the stressor,
and denying the stressor’s existence are some other coping mechanisms. Some coping strategies work
better for specific stressors and some are better across all stressors.109 Thus, someone who uses a less
effective coping mechanism in a particular situation would experience more stress in response to that
situation. People have a tendency to rely on one or two coping strategies, and those who rely on generally poor coping strategies (such as denying the stressor exists) are going to experience more stress.
Personality is a third reason why people experience different levels of stress when faced with the
same stressor.110 Individuals with low neuroticism (high emotional stability) usually experience lower
stress levels because, by definition, they are less prone to anxiety, depression, and other negative emotions. Extraverts also tend to experience lower stress than do introverts, likely because extraversion
includes a degree of positive thinking and extraverts interact with others, which helps buffer the effect
of stressors. Those with a positive self-concept—high self-esteem, self-efficacy, and internal locus of
control (see Chapter 3)—feel more confident and in control when faced with a stressor. In other words,
they tend to have a stronger sense of optimism.111 Stress also tends to be higher among employees
who have an uncontrollable work motivation and who constantly think about work and have low work
enjoyment. This condition, known as workaholism (also called work addiction), is characteristic of
people with perfectionism (a specific form of very high conscientiousness) and a natural tendency to
have negative emotions (related to high neuroticism).112

Are you a workaholic? You can discover the extent to which you are a workaholic by
completing this self-assessment in Connect.

MANAGING WORK-RELATED STRESS
LO5

Many people deny the existence of their stress until it has serious outcomes. This avoidance strategy creates a vicious cycle, because the failure to cope with stress becomes
another stressor on top of the one that created the stress in the first place. To prevent this
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vicious cycle, employers and employees need to apply one or more of the stress management strategies
described below: remove the stressor, withdraw from the stressor, change stress perceptions, control
stress consequences, and receive social support.113

Remove the Stressor There are many ways to remove the stressor, but some of the more com-

mon actions involve assigning employees to jobs that match their skills and preferences, reducing
excessive workplace noise, having a complaint system and taking corrective action against harassment,
and giving employees more control over the work process. Another important way that companies can
remove stressors is by facilitating better work–life balance. Work–life balance initiatives minimize conflict between the employee’s work and nonwork demands. Five of the most common work–life balance
initiatives are flexible work arrangements, telecommuting, limiting work hours, personal leave, and
child care support.114
• Flexible work arrangements. Work–life balance improves when employees have flexibility in
scheduling their hours and actually use that flexibility. For instance, almost two-thirds of 370
major Canadian companies recently surveyed offer employees flex days or personal days.115 A
variation of flexible work arrangements is job sharing, whereby two people share one job. This
reduces the number of hours that each person is required to work and may allow some flexibility
by swapping days each person works.
• Telecommuting. Telecommuting (also called teleworking) involves working from home or a site
close to home rather than commuting a longer distance to the office every day (see Chapter 1).
It potentially improves work–life balance by reducing or eliminating commuting time and
increasing flexibility to perform nonwork obligations (such as picking up the kids from
school).116 However, teleworking may increase stress for those who crave social interaction and
who lack the space and privacy necessary to work at home.
• Limiting work hours. Much work–life conflict and resulting stress occur because technology
has blurred the line between work and nonwork. Many employees continue to receive emails
and text messages from the boss after work hours. Volkswagen and some other companies are
more clearly separating work from nonwork by halting emails posted more than half an hour
after the end of the work day. Similarly, France recently passed legislation giving employees
the “right to disconnect,” meaning that they have a legal right to ignore company messages
after hours.117
• Personal leave. Employers with strong work–life values offer extended maternity, paternity, and
personal leave for employees to care for a new family member or take advantage of a personal
experience. Most countries provide 12 to 16 weeks of paid leave, with some offering one year
or more of fully or partially paid maternity leave.118
• Child care support. Many large and medium-sized employers provide on-site or subsidized
child care facilities. Child care support reduces stress because employees are less rushed to
drop off and pick up children and less worried during the day about how well their children are
doing.119

Withdraw from the Stressor Removing the stressor may be the ideal solution, but it is often
not feasible. An alternative strategy is to permanently or temporarily remove employees from the
stressor. Permanent withdrawal occurs when employees are transferred to jobs that are more compatible with their abilities and values. Temporarily withdrawing from stressors is the most frequent way
that employees manage stress. Vacations and holidays are important opportunities for employees to
recover from stress and re-energize for future challenges. A small number of companies offer paid or
unpaid sabbaticals.120 Many firms also provide innovative ways for employees to withdraw from stressful work throughout the day, such as games rooms, ice cream cart breaks, nap rooms, and cafeterias
that include live piano recitals.
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Writing software code can be taxing work, but employees at Vigilant Global have ways to
temporarily withdraw from these stressors. The Montreal firm that designs software solutions
for the finance industry has a games room where employees play table tennis or foosball, enjoy
electronic games, or relax with an ebook. And for the ultimate withdrawal from stressors, Vigilant
Global has a dedicated Zen room with massage chairs and spa-like background music.121
©bbernard/Shutterstock

Change Stress Perceptions How much stress employees experience depends on how they

perceive the stressor.122 Consequently, another way to manage stress is to help employees improve
their self-concept so job challenges are not perceived as threatening. Personal goal setting and selfreinforcement can also reduce the stress that people experience when they enter new work settings.
In addition, research suggests that some (but not all) forms of humour can improve optimism and create
positive emotions by taking some psychological weight off a stressful situation.123

Control Stress Consequences Keeping physically fit and maintaining a healthy lifestyle
are effective stress management strategies because they control stress consequences. Good physical
fitness reduces the adverse physiological consequences of stress by helping employees moderate
their breathing and heart rate, muscle tension, and stomach acidity. The key variable here is physical
fitness, not exercise. Exercise leads to physical fitness, but research suggests that exercise does not
reduce stress symptoms among people who are not yet physically fit.124 Various forms of meditation
can potentially reduce anxiety and other symptoms of stress, but their effect on blood pressure and
other physiological symptoms is minimal.125 Wellness programs can help control the consequences
of stress. These programs inform employees about the benefits of better nutrition and fitness, regular sleep, and other good health habits. Finally, many large employers offer employee assistance
programs (EAPs)—counselling services that help employees resolve marital, financial, or workrelated troubles.
Receive Social Support Social support occurs when co-workers, supervisors, family members,
friends, and others provide emotional and/or informational support to buffer an individual’s stress
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experience. For instance, employees whose managers are good at empathizing experience fewer stress
symptoms than do employees whose managers are less empathetic. Social support potentially (but not
always) improves the person’s optimism and self-confidence, because support makes people feel valued
and worthy. Social support also provides information to help the person interpret, comprehend, and possibly remove the stressor. For instance, to reduce a new employee’s stress, co-workers could describe
ways to handle difficult customers. Seeking social support is called a “tend and befriend” response to
stress, and research suggests that women often take this route rather than the “fight or flight” response
mentioned earlier.126

How do you cope with stressful situations? You can discover your preferences
among four coping strategies by completing this self-assessment in Connect.

Chapter Summary
Explain how emotions and cognition (conscious reasoning) influence attitudes and behaviour.
Emotions are physiological, behavioural, and psychological episodes experienced toward an object,
person, or event that create a state of readiness. Emotions differ from attitudes, which represent a
cluster of beliefs, feelings, and behavioural intentions toward a person, object, or event. Beliefs are a person’s
established perceptions about the attitude object. Feelings are positive or negative evaluations of the attitude
object. Behavioural intentions represent a motivation to engage in a particular behaviour toward the target.
Attitudes have traditionally been described as a purely rational process in which beliefs predict feelings, which
predict behavioural intentions, which predict behaviour. We now know that emotions have an influence on behaviour that is equal to or greater than that of cognition. This dual process is apparent when we internally experience
a conflict between what logically seems good or bad and what we emotionally feel is good or bad in a situation.
Emotions also affect behaviour directly. Behaviour sometimes influences our subsequent attitudes through cognitive dissonance.

LO1

Discuss the dynamics of emotional labour and the role of emotional intelligence in the
workplace.
Emotional labour consists of the effort, planning, and control needed to express organizationally
desired emotions during interpersonal transactions. It is more common in jobs requiring a variety of emotions and
more intense emotions, as well as in jobs where interaction with clients is frequent and has a long duration. Cultures also differ on the norms of displaying or concealing a person’s true emotions. Emotional dissonance is the
psychological tension experienced when the emotions people are required to display are quite different from the
emotions they actually experience at that moment. Deep acting can minimize this dissonance, as can the practice
of hiring people with a natural tendency to display desired emotions.
Emotional intelligence is the ability to perceive and express emotion, assimilate emotion in thought, understand and reason with emotion, and regulate emotion in oneself and others. This concept includes four components
arranged in a hierarchy: self-awareness, self-management, awareness of others’ emotions, and management of
others’ emotions. Emotional intelligence can be learned to some extent.

LO2

Summarize the consequences of job dissatisfaction, as well as strategies to increase organizational (affective) commitment.
Job satisfaction represents a person’s evaluation of his or her job and work context. Four types of job
dissatisfaction consequences are quitting or otherwise getting away from the dissatisfying situation (exit), attempting to change the dissatisfying situation (voice), patiently waiting for the problem to sort itself out (loyalty), and
reducing work effort and performance (neglect). Job satisfaction has a moderate relationship with job performance
and with customer satisfaction. Affective organizational commitment (loyalty) is the employee’s emotional attachment to, identification with, and involvement in a particular organization. This contrasts with continuance commitment, which is a calculative bond with the organization. Companies build loyalty through justice and support,
shared values, trust, organizational comprehension, and employee involvement.

LO3
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Describe the stress experience and review four major stressors.
Stress is an adaptive response to a situation that is perceived as challenging or threatening to a person’s well-being. The stress experience, called general adaptation syndrome, involves moving
through three stages: alarm, resistance, and exhaustion. Stressors are the causes of stress and include any environmental conditions that place a physical or emotional demand on a person. Four of the most common workplace
stressors are organizational constraints, interpersonal conflict, work overload, and low task control.

LO4

Identify five ways to manage workplace stress.
Many interventions are available to manage work-related stress, including removing the stressor,
withdrawing from the stressor, changing stress perceptions, controlling stress consequences, and
receiving social support.

LO5

Key Terms
affective organizational commitment
attitudes
cognitive dissonance
continuance commitment
emotional dissonance
emotional intelligence (EI)
emotional labour
emotions
exit-voice-loyalty-neglect (EVLN) model

general adaptation syndrome
job satisfaction
psychological harassment
service profit chain model
stress
stressors
trust
workaholism

Critical Thinking Questions
1. It has almost become a mandatory practice for companies to ensure that employees have fun at work. Many
workplaces now have fully-stocked lounges, games rooms, funky painted walls, and regular social events. A
few even have a slide to travel down to the next floor. However, some experts warn that imposing fun at work
can have negative consequences. “Once the idea of fun is formally institutionalized from above, it can lead
to employees becoming resentful,” warns one critic. “They feel patronized and condescended, and it breeds
anger and frustration.” Apply the model of emotions, attitudes, and behaviour to explain how fun activities
might improve customer satisfaction, as well as how they might result in poorer customer satisfaction.
2. Studies suggest that university and college instructors are frequently required to engage in emotional labour.
Identify the situations in which emotional labour is required for this job. In your opinion, is emotional labour
more troublesome for college instructors or for call centre staff working at an emergency service?
3. “Emotional intelligence is more important than cognitive intelligence in influencing an individual’s success.”
Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Support your perspective.
4. Recall a traumatic personal event, such as losing a loved one due to an accident or illness, receiving a rejection for an important job or school application, or failing an important assignment. Based on what you have
learned in this chapter, discuss what has happened to you in terms of your cognitive reasoning, your emotional reactions, and your ability to logically deal with these stressful situations.
5. “Happy employees lead to happy customers.” Explain why this statement tends to be true and identify conditions in which it might not be true.
6. In this chapter, we highlighted work-related stressors, including organizational constraints (e.g., lack of
resources), interpersonal conflict (including harassment), work overload, and low task control. Of course,
there are many nonwork-related stressors that increasingly come into play. Discuss these and their impact on
the work environment.
7. Two college graduates recently joined the same major newspaper as journalists. Both work long hours and
have tight deadlines for completing their stories. They are under constant pressure to scout out new leads and
be the first to report new controversies. One journalist is increasingly fatigued and despondent and has taken
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several days of sick leave. The other is getting the work done and seems to enjoy the challenges. Use your
knowledge of stress to explain why these two journalists are reacting differently to their jobs.
8. A senior official of a labour union stated: “All stress management does is help people cope with poor management. [Employers] should really be into stress reduction.” Discuss the validity of this statement.

Case Study:
DIANA’S DISAPPOINTMENT: THE
PROMOTION STUMBLING BLOCK
by Rosemary Maellaro, University of Dallas
Diana Gillen had an uneasy feeling of apprehension as she arrived at the Cobb Street Grille corporate offices.
Today she was meeting with her supervisor, Julie Spencer, and regional director, Tom Miner, to learn the outcome
of her promotion interview for the district manager position. Diana had been employed by this casual dining restaurant chain for 12 years and had worked her way up from server to general manager. Based on her track record,
she was the obvious choice for the promotion; and her friends assured her that the interview process was merely a
formality. Diana was still anxious, though, and feared that the news might not be positive. She knew she was more
than qualified for the job, but that didn’t guarantee anything these days.
Nine months ago, when Diana interviewed for the last district manager opening, she thought her selection for
the job was inevitable. She was shocked when that didn’t happen. Diana was so upset about not getting promoted
then that she initially decided not to apply for the current opening. She eventually changed her mind—after all, the
company had just named her Restaurant Manager of the Year and entrusted her with managing its flagship location. Diana thought her chances had to be really good this time.
A multi-unit management position was a desirable move up for any general manager and was a goal to which
Diana had aspired since she began working in the industry. When she had not been promoted the last time, Julie
explained that her people skills needed to improve. But Diana knew that explanation had little to do with why she
hadn’t gotten the job—the real reason was corporate politics. She heard that the person they hired was some superstar from the outside—a district manager from another restaurant company who supposedly had strong multi-unit
management experience and a proven track record of developing restaurant managers. Despite what she was told,
she was convinced that Tom, her regional manager, had been unduly pressured to hire this person, who had been
referred by the CEO.
The decision to hire the outsider may have impressed the CEO, but it enraged Diana. With her successful
track record as a restaurant manager for the Cobb Street Grille, she was much more capable, in her opinion,
of overseeing multiple units than someone who was new to the operation. Besides, district managers had
always been promoted internally among the restaurant managers and she was unofficially designated as the
next person to move up to a district position. Tom had hired the outside candidate as a political manoeuvre
to put himself in a good light with management, even though it meant overlooking a loyal employee like her
in the process. Diana had no patience with people who made business decisions for the wrong reasons. She
worked very hard to avoid politics—and it especially irritated her when the political actions of others negatively impacted on her.
Diana was ready to be a district manager nine months ago, and thought she was even more qualified today—
provided the decision was based on performance. She ran a tight ship, managing her restaurant completely by the
book. She meticulously adhered to policies and procedures and rigorously controlled expenses. Her sales were
growing, in spite of new competition in the market, and she received relatively few customer complaints. The only
number that was a little out of line was the higher turnover among her staff.
Diana was not too concerned about the increasing number of terminations, however; there was a perfectly logical explanation for this. It was because she had high standards—for herself and her employees. Any employee who
delivered less than 110 percent at all times would be better off finding a job somewhere else. Diana didn’t think
she should bend the rules for anyone, for whatever reason. A few months ago, for example, she had to fire three
otherwise good employees who decided to try a new customer service tactic—a so-called innovation they dreamed
up—rather than complying with the established process. As the general manager, it was her responsibility to make
sure that the restaurant was managed strictly in accordance with the operations manual and she could not allow
deviations. This by-the-book approach to managing had served her well for many years. It had got her promoted
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in the past and she was not about to jinx that now. Losing a few employees now and then— particularly those who
had difficulty following the rules—was simply the cost of doing business.
During a recent visit, Julie suggested that Diana might try creating a friendlier work environment because
she seemed aloof and interacted with employees somewhat mechanically. Julie even told her that she overheard
employees refer to Diana as the “Ice Maiden” behind her back. Diana was surprised that Julie brought this up
because her boss rarely criticized her. They had an unspoken agreement: since Diana was so technically competent
and always met her financial targets, Julie didn’t need to give her much input. Diana was happy to be left alone to
run her restaurant without needless advice.
At any rate, Diana rarely paid attention to what employees said about her. She wasn’t about to let something
as childish as a silly name cause her to modify a successful management strategy. What’s more, even though she
had recently lost more than the average number of employees due to “personality differences” or “miscommunications” over her directives, her superiors did not seem to mind when she consistently delivered strong bottom line
results every month.
As she waited in the conference room for the others, Diana worried that she was not going to get the promotion.
Julie had sounded different in the voicemail message she left to inform her about this meeting, but Diana couldn’t
put her finger on exactly what it was. She would be very angry if she was passed over again and wondered what
excuse they would have this time. Then her mind wandered to how her employees would respond to her if she did
not get the promotion. They all knew how much she wanted the job and she cringed to think how embarrassed she
would be if she didn’t get it. Her eyes began to mist over at the sheer thought of having to face them if she was not
promoted today.
Julie and Tom entered the room and the meeting was underway. They told Diana, as kindly as they could,
that she would not be promoted at this time; one of her colleagues would become the new district manager. She
was incredulous. The individual who got promoted had been with the company only three years—and Diana had
trained her! She tried to comprehend how this happened, but it did not make sense. Before any further explanation
could be offered, she burst into tears and left the room. As she tried in vain to regain her composure, Diana was
overcome with crushing disappointment.

Discussion Questions
1. Apply your knowledge of the four emotional intelligence dimensions to discuss the likely reasons why Diana
wasn’t offered a promotion.
2. What skills does Diana need to develop to be promotable in the future? What can the company do to support
her developmental efforts?
©Rosemary Maellaro

Case Study:
ROUGH SEAS ON THE LINK650
by Steven L. McShane, Curtin University (Australia) and University of Victoria (Canada)
Professor Suzanne Baxter was preparing for her first class of the semester when Shaun O’Neill knocked lightly on
the open door and announced himself: “Hi, Professor, I don’t suppose you remember me?” Professor Baxter had large
classes, but she did remember that Shaun had been a student in her organizational behaviour class a few years earlier.
Shaun had decided to work in the oil industry for a couple of years before returning to school to complete his diploma.
“Welcome back!” Baxter said as she beckoned him into the office. “I heard you were working on an oil rig in
the United Kingdom. How was it?”
“Well, professor,” Shaun began, “I had worked two summers in the Texan oil fields and my family’s from Ireland, so I hoped to get a job on the LINK650. It’s that new WestOil drilling rig that arrived with so much fanfare
in the North Sea fields a few years ago. The LINK650 was built by LINK Inc. in Texas. A standard practice in
this industry is for the rig manufacturer to manage day-to-day rig operations, so employees on the LINK650 are
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managed completely by LINK managers with no involvement from WestOil. We all know that drilling rig jobs are
dangerous, but they pay well and offer generous time off. A local newspaper there said that nearly one thousand
people lined up to complete job applications for the 50 nontechnical positions available. I was lucky enough to get
one of those jobs.
“Everyone hired on the LINK650 was enthusiastic and proud. We were among the chosen few and were really
pumped up about working on a new rig that had received so much media attention. I was quite impressed with the
recruiters—so were several other hires—because they really seemed to be concerned about our welfare out on the
platform. I later discovered that the recruiters came from a consulting firm that specializes in hiring people. Come
to think of it, we didn’t meet a single LINK manager during that process. Maybe things would have been different
if some of those LINK supervisors had interviewed us.
“Working on LINK650 was a real shock, even though most of us had some experience working in the oil fields.
I’d say that not one of the 50 nontechnical people hired was quite prepared for the brutal jobs on the oil rig. We
did the dirtiest jobs in the biting cold winds of the North Sea. Still, during the first few months most of us wanted
to show the company that we were dedicated to getting the job done. A couple of the new hires quit within a few
weeks, but most of the people hired with me really got along well—you know, just like the ideas you mentioned in
class. We formed a special bond that helped us through the bad weather and gruelling work.
“The LINK650 supervisors were another matter. They were mean taskmasters who had worked for many years
on oil rigs in the Gulf of Mexico or North Sea. They seemed to relish the idea of treating their employees the same
way they had been treated before becoming managers. We put up with their abuse for the first few months, but
things got worse when the LINK650 was shut down twice to correct mechanical problems. These setbacks embarrassed LINK’s management and they put more pressure on the supervisors to get us back on schedule.
“The supervisors started to ignore equipment problems and pushed us to get jobs done more quickly without
regard to safety procedures. They routinely shouted obscenities at employees in front of others. A couple of my
workmates were fired and a couple of others quit their jobs. I almost lost my job one day just because my boss
thought I was deliberately working slowly. He didn’t realize—or care—that the fittings I was connecting were
damaged. Several people started finding ways to avoid the supervisors and get as little work done as possible.
Many of my co-workers developed back problems. We jokingly called it the ‘rigger’s backache’ because some
employees faked their ailment to leave the rig with paid sick leave.
“Along with having lousy supervisors, we were always kept in the dark about the problems on the rig. Supervisors said that they didn’t know anything, which was partly true, but they said we shouldn’t be so interested in
things that didn’t concern us. But the rig’s problems, as well as its future contract work, were a major concern to
crew members who weren’t ready to quit. Their job security depended on the rig’s production levels and whether
WestOil would sign contracts to drill new holes. Given the rig’s problems, most of us were concerned that we
would be laid off at any time.
“Everything came to a head when Bob MacKenzie was killed because someone secured a hoist improperly.
Not sure if it was mentioned in the papers here, but it was big news around this time last year. A government
inquiry concluded that the person responsible wasn’t properly trained and that employees were being pushed to
finish jobs without safety precautions. Anyway, while the inquiry was going on, several employees decided to
unionize the rig. It wasn’t long before most employees on LINK650 had signed union cards. That really shocked
LINK’s management and the entire oil industry because it was, I think, just the second time that a rig had ever
been unionized there.
“Since then, management has been doing everything in its power to get rid of the union. It sent a ‘safety officer’
to the rig, although we eventually realized that he was a consultant the company hired to undermine union support.
Several managers were sent to special seminars on how to manage a unionized workforce, although one of the
topics was how to break the union.
“So you see, professor, I joined LINK as an enthusiastic employee and quit last month with no desire to lift a
finger for them. It really bothers me, because I was always told to do your best, no matter how tough the situation.
It’s been quite an experience.”

Discussion Questions
1. Identify the various ways that employees expressed their job dissatisfaction on the LINK650.
2. Shaun O’Neill’s commitment to the LINK organization dwindled over his two years of employment. Discuss
the factors that affected his organizational commitment.
©Copyright. Steven L. McShane. This case is based on actual events, although names and some information have been
changed.
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Team Exercise:
RANKING JOBS ON THEIR
EMOTIONAL LABOUR
Purpose This exercise is designed to help you understand the jobs in which people tend to experience higher
or lower degrees of emotional labour.

Instructions

Step 1: Individually rank-order the extent that the jobs listed below require emotional labour. In other words,
assign a “1” to the job you believe requires the most effort, planning, and control to express organizationally
desired emotions during interpersonal transactions. Assign a “10” to the job you believe requires the least amount
of emotional labour. Mark your rankings in column 1.
Step 2: The instructor will form teams of four or five members and each team will rank-order the items on the
basis of consensus (not simply averaging the individual rankings). These results are placed in column 2.
Step 3: The instructor will provide expert ranking information. This information should be written in column 3.
Then students calculate the differences in columns 4 and 5.
Step 4: The class will compare the results and discuss the features of jobs with high emotional labour.

Occupational Emotional Labour Scoring Sheet
(1)
Individual
ranking

Occupation

(2)
Team
ranking

(3)
Expert
ranking

(4)
Absolute
difference
of 1 and 3

(5)
Absolute difference
of 2 and 3

Your score

Team score

Bartender
Cashier
Dental hygienist
Insurance adjuster
Lawyer
Librarian
Postal clerk
Registered nurse
Social worker
Television announcer
TOTAL
(The lower the score, the better.)

Self-Assessments for Chapter 4
SELF-ASSESSMENT NAME

DESCRIPTION

What is your emotional personality?

Emotions are influenced by the situation, but also by the individual’s own
personality. In particular, people tend to have a dispositional mood, that is,
the level and valence of emotion that they naturally experience due to their
personality. This self-assessment estimates your emotional trait tendencies.

How well do you recognize and
regulate emotions?

Emotional intelligence is an important concept that potentially enables us
to be more effective with others in the workplace and other social settings.
Emotional intelligence is best measured as an ability test. However, you can
estimate your level of emotional intelligence to some extent by reflecting
on events that required your awareness and management of emotions. This
instrument assesses your self-perceived emotional intelligence on the four
dimensions.
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SELF-ASSESSMENT NAME

DESCRIPTION

How committed are you to your
school?

Organizational (affective) commitment refers to an individual’s emotional
attachment to, involvement in, and identification with an organization. It is
mostly discussed in this book as an employee’s attitude toward the company
where he or she works. But affective commitment is also relevant to a
student’s attitude toward the college or university where he or she is taking
courses. This self-assessment estimates your affective organizational commitment to your school.

How stressed are you?

Stress is an adaptive response to a situation that is perceived as challenging or
threatening to the person’s well-being. It is an increasing concern in today’s
society. This self-assessment estimates your perceived general level of stress.

Are you a workaholic?

Some people have an uncontrollable work motivation, constantly think
about work, and have low work enjoyment. People with these personal
characteristics are called workaholics, and they tend to experience high
levels of (dis)stress, which can produce long-term health problems. This selfassessment estimates the degree to which you have this stress-related personal
characteristic.

How do you cope with stressful
situations?

People cope with stress in several ways. The best coping strategy usually
depends on the source of stress and other circumstances. However, people
also have a natural preference for some types of coping strategies over others.
This self-assessment identifies the type of coping strategy you prefer to use in
stressful situations.

